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Comments:  

Aloha mai ka ko, 

Sending support to both HB 123, 124 proposal for DOE, to integrate the movie Waterman in the 

school curriculum, teaching and educating the middle, intermediate school level. 

  

Mahalo piha, 

Patty Kahanamoku-Teruya  
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Comments:  

I fully support this resolution. I've had the privilege to watch the film WATERMAN several 

times, and each time it has grown my appreciation and aloha for Duke. It's challenged me to 

think about how I, as a kanaka maoli, holomua through times of difficulty, how I can embody 

selflessness and aloha as Duke did, and how I can carry on Duke's legacy. 

Our youth often hear about heroes and public figures in history that come from the U.S. 

Continent or other areas of the world, but to know the worldwide impact of one of our very own 

Hawaiians can provide a sense of pride and hope to our young people in Hawaiʻi. If Duke can, 

we can, they can. Through Waterman, you learn that his life was not simply athletic excellence, 

but that he embodied the values of our ancestors such as aloha, lōkahi, haʻahaʻa, kuleana, 

kuʻupau, and ʻonipaʻa. To have Waterman be a part of the intermediate and middle school 

curriculum would provide an engaging and relatable platform for youth to learn these Hawaiian 

values and to learn the culture and history behind them. 

Now, more than ever, our youth need to know the legendary life of Duke Kahanamoku so they 

can see what it means to live like Duke. 

 



Chet Thomas

Aloha to all!  

I’m one of the producers of the film Waterman and am very proud to have 
been a part of making the film.  More importantly, it’s been an honor to have 
been a part of something that I have personally seen affect and change 
lives.  Without exception, this film inspires all those that see it no matter the 
age, whether young or old.  The most rewarding have been those moments 
that have truly affected young teenagers to change how they treat others.  

I fully support this resolution and know that if we are able to make possible 
what is in this resolution, you lives will be changed positively forever.  I’ve 
been a part of discussion after the film wherein youth have said, “I’m now 
realizing that I should be nicer to people” or “I’m a great athlete and after 
seeing this film I’m realizing that I also need a couch.”  I have been witness 
to many responses like this and the potential to have thousands more 
because of this resolution are huge.

Duke is such a great role model for our keiki and is an amazing hero that is 
being forgotten by the rising generation because they just don’t know who 
his is.  We can’t allow a positive role model like this to just fade away.

I think the biggest question that everyone might have is why do we want to 
go to the trouble of having the kids watch the film in the theater and let’s 
just make it easy and give teachers a link.  That’s certainly a possibility but I 
have always found that easy is hardly ever better and in this situation, easy 
is most definitely not more impactful or better.

There are quite a few reasons which I’d like to express here from our 
experience of showing the film to many different people and kids in different 
settings and here’s what we’ve found in our experience.  The overarching 
motivation for this resolution and its motivations is to have the highest level 
of impact on our keiki…creating the highest probable experience for the 
greatest impact outcome.  



I would like to outline the various reasons we’ve see and therefore feel that 
this would be the best approach to changing the lives of our keiki for good:    

Creating an Unforgettable Experience
-Going to the movie theater and seeing one of Hawaii’s greatest hero on a 
40 foot screen with sound that moves viewers to tears quickly becomes an 
experience for all that they will always remember.
-Having this educational experience being one that they’ve never been able 
to do in the past and not likely to ever do again makes it a central and 
unforgettable image in their educational tapestry.
-Having a movie theater be their classroom for a day will be one that truly 
increases the focus for learning.  

Creating a Highly Anticipated Event in their Lives
-This experience, over the years, will become one of those events that the 
underclass keiki will highly anticipate doing because of the positive word of 
mouth and energy that will flow through the school up their return.  It will be 
the talk of the school and those that weren’t able to attend yet, will see it as 
something highly anticipated in the coming years. 
-The impact will increase exponentially as years pass and the experience 
becomes more anticipated with excitement.  
-Having this learning experience matched up with an activity (going to the 
movies) that teens love doing, will also increase the anticipation.  

Learning Becomes Entertainment
-All kids love going to the movies.  It’s an escape from the realities of life 
but often they can’t do as often as they would like because of their families 
economic hardships.  Taking this positive environment and infusing a true 
Hawaiian hero into their lives will directly make Duke’s messages (the spirit 
of Aloha and their kuleana to do good) much more memorable because of 
the association with something that they love doing.
-Watching the film on the big screen with state of the art visuals and sound 
will result in higher levels of focus and attention to the educational themes.  
The outcome is a more effective learning opportunity.

Creating a Memorable Hero
-Duke is becoming a forgotten Hawaiian hero to the rising generation and 
by creating an unforgettable experience when being introduced to him will 



increase the odds that the keiki will put him on a pedestal and desire to be 
like him.  The opposite is the risk that he just becomes one of many people 
(great for sure) studied in Hawaiian history in the classroom but quickly 
forgotten.
 
Increased Positive Peer Pressure
-Gathering the youth in large groups for a positive experience will create a 
much larger wave of impact as the kids in mass see the energy of all those 
around them and desire to join in to be a part of it.  
-The odds are increase that they will look around and see the positive 
affect of the message and they will more likely want to be a part of it for 
fear of missing out.
-The “Everyone’s doing it” mentality will be used in a positive way.
-Energy is felt in numbers.  The feeling and energy that is felt in the theater 
after this film is over is very palpable and exponentially greater than is felt 
in an in-class viewing.

A More Submersing Experience
-The simple concept of going to an aquarium to see fish vs. watching a 
video on it in class is quite similar with this concept.  Watching a film in the 
theater will feel much more in person and in-turn be more impactful than 
watching it on a tv in the classroom.  
-Likely, if the film is watched in the classroom the teacher will need to break 
up the film into 2 or 3 viewings which will eliminate the emotional arc and 
build that’s been masterfully created by the director of the film.  The film 
was created in such a way to have a continued emotional build to the 
climax of the film.  Breaking the film up into viewing segments and spread 
out over a week will significantly reduce the impact.

Increased Odds of Inner-Familial Discussion
-Because the experience is larger than life and is entertaining and 
enjoyable, the odds of the keiki going home and talking about it with their 
parents are increased quite a bit.  This will provide the parents more in-
depth involvement with what their kids are learning and experiencing at 
school.  



Greater Opportunity for Teacher Student Curricular Discussions
-Because of the experience being so memorable and moving due to going 
to the theater   the opportunities for a more profound and intriguing post 
discussion, whether in the theater or back in the classroom is increased 
significantly.  
-When an experience in more impactful because of all the above reasons 
the ability to tie the subject matter into curriculum will be more effective.

There are others but I hope these testify of the reasoning behind taking 
extra effort to have greater impact.  

I feel it’s my kuleana to do everything possible to impact the lives of our 
keiki in the most profound way possible and where not possible then we 
definitely figure it out.  

Thank you so much for your consideration.   

Mahalo Nui!!!
Chet
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Comments:  

I have been assisting with the legal work for the Waterman film and in full support of the 

resolution. Working on the film and helping disseminate Duke's inspirational story to the general 

public has been such a rewarding experience. The film communicates messages that are relatable 

to all, particularly young minds at the peak of learning. I am confident that this film will provide 

inspiration to our youth and offer a genuine, true hero at an age when they can all use someone to 

look up to. Showing this film to the next generation will carry on Duke's legacy and story. Our 

clients are donating this film to be shown in theatres in pursuit of their charitable mission to 

educate the public on subjects that are useful, beneficial, instructional, and inspirational. I 

encourage the state to take advantage of this opportunity and ensure that Duke's story is told in a 

meaningful and impactful manner to the next generation. It will benefit each of them personally 

and the community as a whole. 
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Comments:  

Our children will benefit from knowing what Duke Kahanamoku accomplished and achieved in 

his lifetime. He is an inspiration that will influence future generations to do the same.  
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Comments:  

NO!!! 
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